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After recently observing that little band of wild horses at the mouth of Mills Canyon 
one day (and Belle's decision not to disturb them), we have kept our eyes out each 
time we have been in the area - but we had not seen them there again. We looked once 
more before venturing along that stretch of water for another of Belle's river-grass 
picnics. 
It was a beautiful afternoon for an outing. 
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The horses were in paradise. "Yum!” "Yum!" "Yum!" 

 
"Oh, boy! My favorite picnic menu. Grass and more grass!", said Miss Piggy. 
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"Isn't this great Spanky! Maybe just another bite . . ." 

 
It sure is lush. 
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. . . and lots of fresh water, too. 

 
All was peaceful, until . . . 
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Suddenly, Spanky became VERY alert. "Hey!" 
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Things got hectic after that. The band of horses showed up - and they had a new foal with them. They 
headed right at us. I had no time to take photos. I was too busy grabbing Belle, as Thunder and Spanky 
went to greet them. I didn't know what to expect. We have encountered 'wild' horses before, without 
incident (my horses stayed with me), but this was different - there was a baby, and though social, 
horses can be very protective. Thunder danced around a bit and then returned to Belle and me, where I 
put a lead rope on him. Spanky appeared to be keeping the other horses away, and ultimately chased 
them toward where our trailer was parked, before joining us again - good boy . . . but now what? I didn't 
want us to go in the direction of the wild horses . . . so we went the opposite way. Belle never lost her 
cool, and I kept Thunder on the lead rope - he behaved beautifully, following along behind Belle. 
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Spanky seemed very proud of himself. "Did you see me chase them away? That stallion tried to get in 
my face, but I wouldn't have it!", he bragged while pawing the water. 

 
. . . but privately, we were all on alert. Those horses might appear at any time. Now, even Spanky was 
on the look-out. "What was that?" 
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We continued on, enjoying the beauty around us (and keeping an eye out) . . . but we had to return to 
our trailer eventually. Where were they now? 

 
Then, once again, Spanky spotted the wild band - this time across the river. "Hey! Look-it!" 
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There they are. Dad, mom and cute little baby (and a friend we think might be an 'aunt'). 
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This time they kept their distance, and we rode uneventfully back to our trailer. 
Whew! 
MM 
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Sometimes a short, simple ride is just the ticket. After a long day of chores, there 
wasn't much time before sunset. But it was a beautiful late afternoon - 68 degrees and 
clear as a bell. We don't take such things for granted . . . so we quickly loaded into the 
trailer and headed for Ranchman's Camp - just three miles from home. 
It was a great time to be riding in this country. 

 
We had a little run . . . 
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Before settling onto a soft cattle path across the hills. 
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We slowed down and enjoyed the scenery in the late-day sun. 

 
Though they don't show much in the photos, the ground was covered in purple desert verbena flowers. 
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Their subtle fragrance scented the still air. 

 
The meadows are punctuated by Indian Paintbrush, whose flowers are edible and were enjoyed by the 
indigenous peoples who know this land long before us. 
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This very old alligator juniper tree has a split personality! Growing in a shallow arroyo, it seems to have 
set out some serious 'outrigger' roots to secure it during wet weather. 

 
Of course, we took some time for a little snack . . . 
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Before heading home to supper. 

 
"What are you going to have tonight, Thunder?" "I dunno. Kind of in the mood for some alfalfa . . ." 

 
Thanks for joining us on this quiet ride. 
MM 
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We had heard about a wonderful Forest Trail south of Grindstone Lake - the only 
problem is extremely limited parking (no room for a trailer rig) we were told. We 
checked it out, and with some very creative finagling, managed to park. 
The trail head opens onto a beautiful meadow - a good sign! Thunder was eager to explore the new 
territory. 
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It was a good day for it. 

 
Climbing up, the trail soon entered the forest. 
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We traversed a ridge, with views of the surrounding mountains. 

 
This part of the forest has some BIG trees . . . 
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. . . and pretty, little mountain flowers. 

 
Spanky finds a dry soft dry spot to make dust angels. Says an impatient Belle, "Come ON Spanky - 
we're not waiting . . ." 
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He takes the lead, as we pass a tiny spring crossing the trail . . . 

 
. . . but then . . . AGAIN! "Whee! This will only take a minute!" 
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We reach a high point, with wide views and green grass. 

 
Snack break. 
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This time it's Thunder's turn for a roll (Belle usually considers it undignified, and rarely indulges). 

 
"Ah . . . perfect. Maybe I'll just catch some rays . . ." . . . Come on, Thunder. 
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"Sheesh! I don't know why we couldn't just take a nap . . . " 

 
. . . but they all were delighted to find a shady spot with lots of grass . . .  
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. . . and a clear little spring . . . 

 
Which flowed into a series of pools - a mountain oasis. 
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"This is really cool!" . . .  enthused Spanky. 

 
. . . and he made a grass angel. "Good grief! There he goes again!", said Belle and Thunder in unison. 
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We knew it was time to head home. 
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"This was great!" . . . "Yeah . . . glad he figured out that parking thing." 

 
MM 
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"Remember the last time we went to visit the cows down near Carrizozo?" Yes, Belle, I 
do. "Well, remember that we came across that really big arroyo?" “Yes . . . and you 
couldn't find a way for us down into it, remember?" (I knew where she was going with 
this). Yes. "Well, today would be a good time to ride there!" Okay . . . but no 
guarantees about finding access into the arroyo. "Oh, goodie - we're going for a road 
trip!" 
The cows were there to greet us - along with some new little calves. 
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This one hasn't seen a horse before. "Huh?" 
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Childhood friends. "What do you think they are?" "I dunno. Mom says they're friendly." 

 
"So, what are you?" 
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"Enough socializing. Weren't we here to find that big arroyo? Let's go." 

 
Sure sign of spring - the mesquite have leafed out (they don't do that until all danger of frost has 
passed). 
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These mesquite blossoms smell wonderful and attract bees - mesquite honey is very rich. Their beans 
make great feed for livestock and can be ground into nutritious flour; and leaves can be brewed into a 
tea which helps with stomach cramps, diarrhea, and tooth aches. The wood is wonderful for charcoal 
grilling, and making beautiful furniture (thanks, Lynda S. for the mesquite info!). 

 
We're still in search for the arroyo grande. 
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The boys have spotted something (tiny white dot on the left). 

 
A pair of equally curious pronghorns. 
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It took a little exploring, but we found a way down into the big arroyo. Belle was happy. "I knew we 
would!" Those sheer walls are 30 ft. high. 

 
"He's making another angel back there, isn't he?” . . . "Tee-duh-dah. Whee!" 
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We continued for miles, until we came across a pair of railroad bridges. This early one is no longer used 
(you can see evidence of the tremendous force of water flowing after a monsoon rain). 
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This one, still in service, is more than 100 years old. 
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Back at the cows, saying goodbye is always tough. "Later." . . . "Later." 

 
There is the temptation to take one home . . . "Can I go, too?" 

 
MM 
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Our friends Galen and Caroline invited us to explore their ranch, and the adjacent 
National Forest. It was a great opportunity to enjoy some more 'new' country. 
This is our driest time of year - a lull between winter snows and summer monsoons. We were pleased to 
find green grass along the way. 

 
Another picnic. 
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Then we made a long, gentle climb up to a ridge top. 

 
No trails here - Thunder enjoys scouting the route for us. 
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. . . and Spanky . . . well . . . "La la la!” . . . "Just ignore him", says Belle. 

 
I got off Belle as we trekked through some challenging ravines. Thunder tries to hurry her along. "Back 
off buster. I just got new shoes and I don't want to scuff them!" 
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It was worth the climb - nice views from up here. 

 
The ever-alert Belle spots something across the way. We go and investigate. 
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Peek-a-boo, we see you! An elk is 'hiding' in the trees. 

 
This is wonderful riding country - soft ground and plenty of open space between stands of trees. 
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Thunder and Spanky were ahead of us, when Belle and I decided to explore a wildlife trail off to the left. 
I called out to the boys, who ran back to join us. "What's up?" 

 
Bushwhacking across the hills. 
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Then we reached semi-dry (seasonal) Oso Creek. Most of the year, it's a series of little springs, running 
for several miles. 

 
"Now this is nice!" said Spanky. Wildlife (deer and elk) comes here to drink and keep the spring water 
muddy. 
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We just follow its route. Easy going. 

 
Tasty grass - the boys lag behind. 
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. . . but they catch up. 

 
Can't blame them for taking their time here. 
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"This is so cool!" 

 
Yup. It is. 
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As the afternoon ends, Thunder leads us back to the ranch. 

 
It was a nice invite, and a terrific ride. Thanks for coming along! 
MM 
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Most of our rain comes during the monsoon season beginning in late June. It cools the 
air and greens-up the hills. It's unusual to have a monsoon-like rain early in May. 
It sure did feel like a monsoon - heavy clouds suddenly gathered and the sky opened up. It poured. 

 
The cats know what to do on a day like this. Chile stayed in the barn and hit the hay. 
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While Mommie Cat and Onyx cuddled for their rainy-day nap in the house. 

 
The next morning offered bright skies and some lingering monsoon-like clouds to the east. 
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Everything was fresh after the rain, and the horses thought it would be an ideal time to visit Grindstone 
Lake again. "Bet there'll be some good grass, too!", hoped Spanky. 

 
He was right. 
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We hit the trail to the lake, lined with bright spring foliage. 
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The water sparkled in the sun. 

 
Spanky was looking for a place to make his angels. "I don't know . . ." 
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We continued on, just above the lake's shore . . . 

 
. . . with only the sounds of birds, and the gentle fragrance of pine. 
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We meandered on around the lake (and Spanky found a place for his angel). 

 
We all were grateful for this time together. 
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Belle always takes time to admire a beautiful view . . . 

 
. . . and greet a friendly fan. 
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We moseyed on . . . 

 
. . . and climbed up for a different perspective. 
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Snacking on that grass Spanky had talked about. "Oh, look! Is that some clover?" . . . 
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Before heading home. 

 
MM 
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New Mexico is one of the sunniest states, so an overcast day is sort of a novelty for us. 
The forest is especially quiet and 'personal' under gray skies. Suddenly the brightly 
colored flowers stand out more. Shade under the canopy of trees seems deeper and 
more mysterious. We decided to explore some high-country trails we hadn't ridden 
yet this spring. 
While waiting, Thunder wandered around the empty horse campground. Gray skies seemed to make 
everything more subdued - except for the joyous sounds of birds singing. 
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The trail was inviting as we started out. 

 
Lots of fresh, bright green growth on the pines and fir trees. 
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Those yellow things are the very early beginnings of a new branch. Generations from now, someone will 
rest under its shade and not know we saw it born! 

 
Plenty of water everywhere . . . 
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. . . and wherever there is water, there is grass. 
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Tasty grazing. 

 
Lots of forest flowers (that's Belle's nose to the side - she left these crown-like blooms alone). 
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The ferns have begun to flourish in the rich forest soil. 
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Including this very delicate variety . . . 

 
. . . and the beautiful mountain irises are abundant this year. 
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The trails are calm and serene . . . 

 
. . . but there is still plenty of winter deadfall to negotiate around. 
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We always find a way. 

 
Well, almost always . . . 
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Still, it was a special ride. 

 
Cool and quiet - as though nature was whispering. 
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Even the "Gobble! Gobble" of wild turkeys seemed muted. 
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As stately aspens kept their silent watch in the twilight. 

 
Thanks for coming along! 
MM 
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